Project: Disaster Tracker

Start Time: 5:00pm

End Time: 7:30pm

Time Keeper: Jhossue Jimenez

Scribe: Jhossue Jimenez

Facilitator: Brandon Cole, Jacob Peterson

Location: 70-1665(Team Rooms) / Google Hangout

Participants: Brandon Cole, Jake Peterson, Aaron Damrau,Nsama Chipalo, Jhossue Jimenez, Samuel Malachowsky, Christopher Serafin, Sharon Malfesi

Meeting Purpose: Weekly Tuesday Sponsor Meeting where updates on the project are given to the sponsor.

Agenda:

1. Project Updates
   a. Final Sprint Review
      i. Bug fixes
         1. Namely Memory Leak
         2. Issue of UGCs and Zones
   b. Code Freeze
      i. Will not be able to meet the date of 4/21(today). Development will continue a bit longer.
   c. Project Poster
      i. Final Version shown to the sponsors.
      ii. A copy will be sent over to them.

2. Project Handoff
   a. Readme of steps to get server up and running
   b. Code is on Github and Linode.
   c. All documentation will also be handed off to the sponsor.

3. Questions
   a. Is Chris getting more emails about Linode usage? If so, we'll increase the threshold.
      i. Yes, dozens.
ii. Threshold will be increased on linode to reduce the email spam to Chris.

4. Poster Changes:
   a. Keep capitalization consistent - In Architecture section we have “Get Devices(Authorized by Token) while on the bottom of it we have Datto(mocked by team) - its not capitalized.
      i. Changed to “Mocked by Team”
   b. Fix the shadows on the top header, make sure they go all the way through (don’t on sides as of now)
      i. done.
   c. Title Spacing has to be consistent - Background Title is not fully aligned with its text
      i. Done.
   d. Process - the product backlog and working increment are too close to the border, possibly make smaller
      i. Done.
   e. Text near the datto servers is too close as well. Possibly wrap the text.
      i. done
   f. Keep use of Oxford commas consistent. Add after tornadoes in the background section, first paragraph
      i. done.
   g. at risk > at-risk ?
      i. at-risk
   h. Clip/Move the stuff at the bottom of the map. Keep the copyright, but remove the other 2 buttons(not a priority) ?
      i. done
   i. Need same font in the blue ovals in the Risk algorithm area.
      i. done.

j. Possibly add use case to web-app explanation similar to the one on mobile.
   i. A web application was implemented for use by Datto to monitor at-risk devices across the nation.
   ii. done.